MITOPRED: a web server for the prediction of mitochondrial proteins
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ABSTRACT

MITOPRED web server enables prediction of nucleus-encoded mitochondrial proteins in all eukaryotic species. Predictions are made using a new algorithm based primarily on Pfam domain occurrence patterns in mitochondrial and non-mitochondrial locations. Pre-calculated predictions are instantly accessible for proteomes of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila, Homo sapiens, Mus musculus and Arabidopsis species as well as all the eukaryotic sequences in the Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL databases. Queries, at different confidence levels, can be made through four distinct options: (i) entering Swiss-Prot/TrEMBL accession numbers; (ii) uploading a local file with such accession numbers; (iii) entering protein sequences; (iv) uploading a local file containing protein sequences in FASTA format. Automated updates are scheduled for the pre-calculated prediction database so as to provide access to the most current data. The server, its documentation and the data are available from http://mitopred.sdsc.edu.

INTRODUCTION

Finding the subcellular location of a protein is an important step towards finding its function, as well as the pathway it is associated with, in the cell. We are especially interested in predicting mitochondrial proteins owing to their role in a variety of complex biochemical processes and their association with over 100 known human diseases (http://www.neuro.wustl.edu/neuromuscular/mitosyn.html). The Swiss-Prot database provides annotation for subcellular location based on the experimental evidence, but such reliable information is available only for a small number of proteins. In the case of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, subcellular locations have been experimentally determined for the entire proteome using immunodetection methods (1,2); however, such approaches are not feasible for all genomes. Over the past decade, several in silico prediction methods have been developed for determining the sub-cellular location of proteins (3–8). However, none of these methods is suitable for genome-scale prediction of mitochondrial proteins due to inherent limitations in the prediction protocols such as dependence on the presence of signal sequences or cleavage sites. Recently, we developed a new method (MITOPRED) for genome-scale prediction of mitochondrial proteins based primarily on Pfam domain occurrence patterns (9). Here, we present a web server to make genome-scale predictions using the MITOPRED algorithm.

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This web server has been designed using a PERL-CGI interface to access user queries. Depending on the input data, the program either retrieves pre-calculated predictions stored on the server database or launches a MITOPRED process as shown in Figure 1. To expedite the prediction process, the interface provides built-in mapping facilities to match either the Swiss-Prot or TrEMBL (jointly known as ‘SPTr’) accession number or the input sequence with corresponding values in the pre-calculated entries. Input sequences are matched using hexadecimal hashing methods from the MD5 Perl module, and those without matches are separated. For matching entries, predictions are retrieved from the pre-calculated database, and for others a new prediction process is launched. A new prediction processes includes searching the protein family database (Pfam database, http://pfam.wustl.edu), which is the most time-consuming step, depending on the number of sequences. Predictions can be done at different confidence cutoffs such as ‘99%’, ‘85%’ and ‘60%’. Intuitively, at higher confidence levels, the number of predictions is lower; however, the prediction accuracy is high. Pre-calculated results are instantly displayed on the screen while those from new predictions are emailed to the user upon completion of the computation steps.
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Algorithm
The algorithm is based primarily on the occurrence of mitochondria-specific Pfam domains and the differences in the amino acid compositional values between mitochondrial and non-mitochondrial protein sequences (9). A query sequence is scored based on its N-terminal and C-terminal amino acid composition and the presence or absence of mitochondria-specific or non-mitochondria-specific Pfam domains. Pfam score is calculated using only Pfam-A annotations, since Pfam-B annotations are not very reliable.

Pre-calculated predictions
To expedite the response time, pre-calculated predictions have been provided for the entire eukaryotic sequence set in the SPTr database release 42.0 (~500 000 sequences) at different confidence levels. For example, it takes only 20 s to retrieve predictions for the entire proteome of yeast when a local file containing yeast SPTr accession numbers is uploaded. Predictions for complete proteomes of important eukaryotic species such as yeast (S.cerevisiae), nematode (C.elegans), fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster), mouse (Mus musculus), human (Homo sapiens) and Arabidopsis thaliana can also be downloaded from the web server.

Input and output formats
SPTr accession numbers can be entered in the text box as space-delimited or comma-delimited or one accession number per line format; however, an uploaded file should be in one accession number per line format. Input protein sequences should be entered or uploaded in FASTA format only. Results are displayed on the screen or emailed in plain text format as one line per accession number or sequence format. As shown in the screen shot (Figure 2), each prediction is followed by a prediction confidence value. Prediction confidence value is calculated as the ratio of calculated score to the total required score (for being a mitochondrial sequence) expressed as a percentage.

DISCUSSION
This server is intended primarily for making genome-scale predictions of mitochondrial proteins in eukaryotic organisms. Other popular servers such as TargetP (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TargetP), PSORT (http://psort.nibb.ac.jp), MITOPROT (http://ihg.gsf.de/ihg/mitoprot.html) and Predotar (http://www.inra.fr/predotar/) serve the same purpose, however, these servers are not suitable for genome-scale predictions since their methods rely primarily on the presence of target peptides or cleavage sites in the sequences that are lacking in the majority of mitochondrial sequences. Our method (MITOPRED) does not require such signal peptides but relies primarily on the Pfam domain occurrence patterns and hence could be used for predicting the entire proteome of a genome. Also, this method is sufficiently robust to use against all eukaryotic species without having to be trained on species-specific data. One limitation of our method is that proteins containing Pfam domains that exist in both mitochondrial and non-mitochondrial locations or those without Pfam annotations are predicted solely based on their amino acid composition, resulting in reduced prediction accuracy. However, about 70% of the Swiss-Prot and TrEMBL sequences are currently covered by Pfam annotations, and this coverage is rapidly expanding. The prediction accuracy of our program is expected to improve as more Pfam domains and more information on subcellular localization become available. Since this web server is scheduled to update automatically for each SPTr and Pfam database update, it will provide current and the most accurate information on mitochondrial proteins to the community. We are currently working on expanding this methodology to predict proteins destined for other subcellular locations and on creating a web server to access such predictions.
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Figure 2. A screen shot of prediction results from MITOPRED.